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Job Description – National Account Manager  
 
Introduction 
Established in 1992, Cortech Developments is a successful UK based company who specialise in software 
integration solutions for smarter building, fire and security systems.  We have a proven track record in 
delivering software development and integrated system solutions throughout the UK & globally for high 
security environments and critical infrastructure, enabling organisations to reduce operational costs and 
enhance operational efficiency.  
 
Our core product is the DATALOG SMS, a modular based software suite that has been developed as a single or 
multi user Graphical User Interface providing local and remote site monitoring and control for a single site or 
for multiple sites. It is available in many language translations and can be utilised in a range of applications 
using TCP/IP network technology. Our solutions are deployed in some 26 countries around the globe in key 
sectors such as Government, Military, Prisons, Police, Custodial, Utilities, Transport, Healthcare, Education and 
many more besides.  
 
Opportunity – National Account Manager (NAM) 
This is excellent opportunity for an exceptional individual to consider joining our organisation to manage and 
expand our customers’ database for our Datalog software management solutions. This is a key role, reporting 
to the Head of Sales and will be responsible for maintaining effective partnerships with our existing end users, 
resellers and channel partners to ensure superior positioning of our solution and to grow market share 
accordingly. 
 
The NAM will work at various levels, from head office to the front end of the business and in most cases will be 
working to manage existing, to establish new national market channels and to maintain close business 
relationships to achieve higher revenues. 
 
The NAM is expected to understand and satisfy Cortech customers' requirements and exceed their 
expectations if possible. The work demands creative flair, up-to-date knowledge of industry sales & account 
management techniques and a professional approach to time, costs and deadlines. 
  
This is excellent opportunity for an enthusiastic and highly motivated individual to join our sales team and 
become involved with an industry leader delivering software for high end, safety, high security and building 
integration solutions. The role will require the NAM to work on a variety of different market sector 
applications, throughout the UK on projects that will challenge, inspire and drive you to your creative limits.  
 
Typical Career Routes  
The candidate will be able to demonstrate a track record of achievement for a role in a similar industry with an 
emphasis for customer retention and expansion of a customer database. The candidate will able to 
demonstrate a track record of achievement, combined with a proven track record and commitment to their 
previous employers.  
 
The NAM will have gathered a considerable amount of experience working with integrated systems and or 
software solutions in a similar role. This arms them with an appropriate understanding of all phases of sales 
from prospecting to proposal development, account management, negotiation and closing deals.  
 
Training and qualifications 
It would be an advantage to have had some formal technical and professional sales training and be recognised 
by a professional body where appropriate. The successful candidate will have learned through past experience, 
failures and success. 
 
Essential Knowledge and Skills 
The candidate must display a passion for technology solutions, be self-motivated and enthusiastic. They need 
to possess detailed knowledge of the industry and competitors together with strong skills and experience in 
complex negotiations with major key accounts. They must be able to quickly prioritise jobs under pressure, 
and be able to anticipate the changing needs of customers and clients. They should be outgoing and friendly 
and exceptional at building rapport.  
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Excellent presentation, listening and consulting skills are vital, and the candidate should be able to process a 
wide range of information and communicate it clearly to the customers they are dealing with. 
 
They should have considerable experience of integrated systems and the needs of their clients. They should 
maintain a keen interest in new technology, new media and market trends and any other factors that may 
influence the sale of DATALOG software solutions.  
 
Duties & Responsibilities 
The NAM will have the responsibility to sustain and develop existing accounts and increase sales opportunities 
and thereby maximise revenue for our organisation. To achieve this, the NAM will need to identify by targeted 
relevance potential new customers, present to them and ultimately create accounts with them that will 
continue to grow business in the future.  
 
The NAM will manage, grow and retain accounts by presenting new products and support services to clients 
and ensure they stay healthy and positive. The NAM will be responsible for presentations on products and 
services that meet or predict their clients' future needs.  
 
Responsibilities 
 
Results Driven 
Successfully deliver sales within an agreed budget including; cost and quality objectives 
 
Process Management 
Ensure utilisation of company standard process and working instructions, procedures is adhered too to ensure 
consistent high quality marketing and communications are delivered. Ensure all communications are delivered 
in accordance with Cortech guidance/process. Attend company meetings as required to report on a regular 
agreed basis with the Head of Sales. 
 
Customer Management 
Work towards establishing and maintaining high level, long term customer relationships to influence 
opportunities and develop relationships that can lead to repeat business potential. Manages customer 
expectations and conclude marketing delivery to the satisfaction of customer 
 
Technical 
Maintain up to date knowledge of trends within the industry, competitive propositions, technology trends, 
Cortech new & existing products and applications. 
 
Bid, Contract Management 
Active involvement in bid phase by being part of the team analyzing customer requirements and examining 
commercial –technical requirements of the solution, assists with evaluation, ensures that Risk – opportunities 
are correctly addressed.  
 
Health & Safety  
The NAM has a responsibility to ensure their sales activities (on-site or office based) are completed in 
accordance with all Health & Safety Guidelines. 
 
Compliance 
To operate to the highest business standards, manage risk and protect the Cortech brand. 
 
Professional 
The candidate should demonstrate a proven capability to work under their own initiative as well as being a 
team player with a strong desire to win. The NAM should possess excellent communication skills, verbal and 
written. 
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Sales / Process 
The candidate should be able to demonstrate proven organisational skills and be able to prioritise workloads, 
including the ability to multi-task effectively.   
 
Intercultural 
Working with a wide range of established customers, resellers and channel partners whilst maintaining and 
protecting the Cortech brand, includes working as part of a diverse workforce, both professionally and socially.    
 
Key Responsibilities including: 
 

 Responsible for managing accounts and driving growth within both new and existing resellers. 

 Manage the reseller programme to maintain, extend and develop strong business relationships. 

 Maintaining and extending our customer portfolio. 

 Creating a yearly/quarterly/weekly contact plan to maximise customer facing time based on agreed 
objectives. 

 Regular reporting of activities for analysis by the Head of Sales using the CRM and other agreed 
methods.  To include sales reports, meeting updates and quotations against target. 

 To create an action plan with detailed forecasting and account planning. 

 Maintaining business plans for all assigned accounts and to review on a monthly basis or prior to any 
meeting.  

 Identifying and resolving any issues relating to customers in conjunction with Cortech Management to 
manage expectations. 

 To help organise and be present where necessary at Cortech or customer events. 
 
Skill Sets & Duties 
 

 Good business sense  

 A good understanding of marketing principles  

 Good communication skills  

 A positive attitude  

 Negotiation skills  

 Plenty of initiative 

 Targeting and gaining new business and to gain comprehensive knowledge of the business, 
within the UK 

 To ensure efficient and effective operating standards for sales administration, planning and 
reporting systems 

 Ensure all response documents are free from errors, professionally represent and that they 
address the client questions 

 Track progress against targets on an ongoing basis and take necessary action with the Head of 
Sales to refocus efforts if targets are not being met 

 To support the retention of existing business at re-tender times and to pursue leads to expand 
existing business 

 To work with and support large accounts 

 To actively promote the sale of additional DATALOG software services and solutions 

 To support mobilisation of new business with agreed handover to Projects 

 To actively target and build prospect client relationships 

 Maintain and develop close client relationship of new contracts. 

 To support approved resellers. 
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